Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP is seeking 1L law students for the LCLD Scholar Program position within our 2020 Summer Associate Program.

Our dedication to unparalleled client service means that we are looking for the best and brightest law students. The ideal candidates will match our hiring criteria and have a strong interest in joining the Eversheds Sutherland team!

- LCLD Scholar applicants should be 1L law students graduating in 2022.
- An interest in our Corporate, Energy & Infrastructure, Financial Services, Intellectual Property Litigation, Real Estate and/or Tax practice areas is required.
- A technical degree (EE, ME, PhD, etc.) paired with an interest in our Intellectual Property practice area is a plus.
- Impressive academic records and strong writing and communication skills are essential.
- Law journal, moot court, leadership, and/or prior work experience are preferred.
- Confidence, professionalism, and self-motivation are valued.
- Extracurricular accomplishments and varied interests are beneficial.

Eversheds Sutherland hires individuals who will contribute to our collaborative culture and reputation for excellence in every respect. We cultivate exceptional attorneys across all levels by providing them with the tools and experiences needed to build successful careers. Eversheds Sutherland is also strongly committed to diversity and inclusion in the workplace. We appreciate the significant role a diverse community plays in our development, perspective, and service to clients. We believe that diverse skills, knowledge and viewpoints make us a stronger, more productive law firm.

Eversheds Sutherland’s nationally ranked summer program provides law students the opportunity to experience our collaborative culture, to understand our extensive practice areas, and to meet many of our skilled attorneys. Our summer associates are assigned projects across a variety of matters based on their individual practice area interests. They also attend tailored training sessions and are encouraged to gain practical experience by participating in attorney meetings, transaction closings, client calls, and trial preparation. Additionally, each summer associate is paired with advisors who are available to answer questions and facilitate introductions to our attorneys. Through projects, trainings, events, and activities, we provide opportunities for our summer associates to gain a realistic view of our practice, our attorneys, and our city.

We invite any qualified candidate, who would like to become a valued contributor to a talented and dynamic team in Atlanta to send a 1) resume, 2) transcript, and 3) cover letter to KristinEdwards@eversheds-sutherland.com. We will accept applications until February 28, 2020, but applicants may be considered on a rolling basis.

Please visit our website at www.us.eversheds-sutherland.com for more information. Thank you in advance for your interest in Eversheds Sutherland!